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About This Game

Protect yourself from the zombies waves at your base. Crimson Defense is a defense against the hordes of zombies that attack
you, with each wave stronger and stronger. You're the only one who survived, stay as long as possible. Build strength. Install

machine guns and guns. How long will you last?

Crimson Defense is an arcade zombie shooter with strategic elements. You must choose weapons, protective elements to build a
strategy and last as long as possible. Assess your skills in finding the optimal balance and be the first in the race of leaders.
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Title: Crimson Defense
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
EHTechnology
Publisher:
EHTechnology
Release Date: 13 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 512 MB Video RAM

Storage: 900 MB available space
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Boring color coded combat. Asinine humor. Lame level design. Poor show.

Would have been much better if you only had melee attacks and the ability to block.. Beautiful, minimalistic graphics, soothing
music. Enjoyable (and sometimes challenging) puzzle, worth your time and money.. Just get away from this game before you
commit suicide for how bad it is.. No default controller setup? Guys... come on....

Edited review: disconnected my HOTAS and then the XBox controller worked just dandy.. This is by far the best of the DLCs
sofar. The presentation is amazing, the models beautiful and the setup quick and easy. Not to mention that this is a hilarious,
tense and fun game.

Let's hope we will get more Zombicide DLC in the future!. Really enjoying this so far! I'm a huge wimp so I'm easily scared
anyway but it's a ton of fun so far. And for the price you can't go wrong really.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4lmRNXRBcU&t=532s. This is a waste of time and money. The idea of a NEET simulator
is the best part about this game. There is absolutely nothing to tell you what things are or what you're supposed to do. Once you
do begin to play to try and figure things out, you very quickly realize that the game is even more excrutiating than watching an
actual NEET spend his day doing nothing.
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It's fun and makes you think. In my opinion, alot of it is very tedious and not that smooth of gameplay. You pretty much just
have to hope you get the most perfect and precise angle in some of the later levels. Very small tweaks could be done as the
concept of the game itself is very simple. It's fun and a good way to kill an hour or two.

I'll take away some points for things like the view angle, poor explanation of what some of the abilities do. (You introduce
explosion in i believe the second level and theres zero information on what it actually does. Does it blow up crates? Create an
outwards explosion? break certain tiles? I didn't find out until about the 15th level its to push crates farther.

As i said though, it is a very simplistic concept puzzle game so you pretty much know what you are getting. Have to get A to B.

7\/10. The game is good.
The game is long, so you have to play a lot if you want to see the end of the game. Some fights better and better. But this game
doesn't have achievements.
And you can get trading cards.. THE CREATOR OF THIS GAME SHOULD BE JESUS!. I enjoy this game. It lived up to the
potential of the first game, Princess Remedy in a World of Hurt, and it was worth the wait. I highly recommend this game. You
get to date characters in the game and they help you with power-ups, special attacks, etc.. I loved 7 Wonders previously and I
must say that this new opus is quite good and more challenging than the others. And the little guys are still that funny.

In other words, you still have to build magnificient sites, apart that here, you're kinda helped by aliens. Your goal is to destruct
tiles by making a chain of 3 or more of the same shapes (the colors are helping you to distinguish them) and then to make a big
cube fall down. Some tiles are special: the green ones help you to gather trees, flowers or grass, the light blues one to collect
water, etc etc... They're important if you want to build the wonder under a specific number of levels and to gain more.

Each chain of more than 3 is bringing you bonuses, like eliminating a line, etc.. It can help to reach tiles that can be a pain in
the♥♥♥♥♥to destroy for example.

Also, you can bonus like a bomb or a swap tiles, etc... that can be used during the level, though you have to resplenish these
powers by making chains.

In that opus, you can also build your own little village thanks to unlocked buildings.

7 Wonders: Ancient Alien Makeover is a nice match-3 game. Don't hesitate.. Fantastic Game. Highly Recommended. The
Game destroyed 2 Savegames and i finally have enough.

It´s a buggy piece of♥♥♥♥♥. I never thought this game is so hard. Definitely buying an old gem here. Will invest weekend
time to play this.. Edit// For the sake of transparency I've left the original review up, but I've since changed my score for the
game. Firstly, kudos for the dev. They update the game regularly and listen to feedback, that goes a long way. A lot of things
have changed since last I played this and many of the issues in my original review have been addressed. I would recommend the
game now. Great little time waster for a very reasonable price.

Original review:

Game is way too hard. Needs serious balancing. Time moves too quickly, everything is breakneck speed and you easily go
bankrupt. Games never seem to make money even when they're hits. You'll only make 300k from a good game early on and
generally your salaries will drain you back to zero by the time development on the next game is done prevetning you from ever
making a profit. You can only make a profit by charging more for games, the only way you can do that is by making bigger
scope games, making bigger scope games bankrupts you lol. Kudos for the developer for listening to feedback and patching
frequently, but as of right now I can't recommend this until the game is better balanced. It's just obscenely hard and the speed of
the game makes it unenjoyable for me. One game takes 3-4 years of game time to make and it's just absurd as your employees
ask for raises literally every six months and quit after another 6 if you don't give it to them.. Good party game, well balanced.
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